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Ultra-Pure™ LD Open Cell is a 100% water blown, two-component, semi-rigid spray polyurethane foam
insulation with a nominal 0.50 PCF in place density. Ultra-Pure™ LD Open Cell has been tested and complies with
the International Code Council’s AC377 standard and certified by GREENGUARD for its non-emissive low VOC
technology. This product provides superior energy efficiency and air infiltration control as a high-performance
building envelope insulation system. Ultra-Pure™ LD Open Cell offers a self-adhering, seamless insulation that
can be used in many areas of the building envelope, including, open wall cavities, crawlspaces, perimeter rim
joists, cathedral ceilings and garage ceilings.

Technical Data Sheet

Ultra-Pure™ LD Open Cell is a 100% water blown, two-component, semi-rigid spray
polyurethane foam insulation with a nominal 0.50 PCF in place density. Ultra-Pure™ LD Open
Cell has been tested and complies with the International Code Council’s AC377 standard and certified
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SURFACE PREPARATION
Surfaces to receive Ultra-Pure™ LD Open Cell must be clean
and dry, free of dirt, oil, solvent, grease, loose particulates,
frost, ice, and other foreign matter which could inhibit
adhesion. Moisture content and surface conditions of substrate
are critical to adhesion of Ultra-Pure™ LD Open Cell and need
to be verified by installing contractor in small test areas before
proceeding with full application.

D-gun, GAP gun, GX-7, Fusion gun, or Probler guns fitted
with smaller output tips (15-18 lbs./min.) for better spray
control for stud wall applications at recommended processing
temperatures are recommended.
** Complete cure will depend on temperature, humidity, and
degree of ventilation. Complete cure usually occurs within
24-72 hours.
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RECOMMENDED PROCESSING TEMPERATURE RANGE:
Component A		
118-135°F
Component B		
118-135°F
Hose			
118-135°F

to provide maximum yield when sprayed in 6” thick passes.
Excessive pass thickness can reduce density and physical
properties and cause local overheating and possible fire.
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Guns such as D-gun, Gap Pro, Fusion-gun, Probler with tip
size approximately 16 lbs./min are suitable for most residential
applications. Commercial cold storage, freezer applications,
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When using fuel fired heating units the exhaust must
be vented directly outdoors to prevent unsafe carbon
monoxide conditions in the work area. Electric heating
units are preferred. All heaters must be turned off before
the application of foam begins. Natural Polymers Technical
Personnel should be consulted in all cases where application
conditions are marginal.

STORAGE & SHELF LIFE
Both components should be stored in their original containers
and away from excessive heat and moisture, especially after
the seals have been broken or some materials have been used.
Drums must be stored indoors, and jobsite tanks maintained between 50°F and 90°F. Containers should be opened carefully to
allow any pressure buildup to be vented safely while wearing
full safety protection. Excessive venting of the ‘B’ component
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